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My family and I recently celebrated my daughter’s first birthday.
As a parent, it never ceases to amaze me how quickly time seems
to pass. It seems like yesterday that we were welcoming our daughter
into our family. Soon she’ll achieve other significant milestones, like
taking her first steps, blowing the fluff off her first dandelion, or doing
her first cartwheel (She will, however, never have a first date. We’ve
already agreed). But because time does seem to fly by, I’ve found that
it is particularly important to truly celebrate the milestones. Pause.
Take them in. Reflect on them.
This issue of The Wire is filled with stories about milestones.
From branch openings to new facilities to exciting new partnerships,
City Electric Supply has a lot to celebrate. As our online business
continues to grow and we race toward many more “firsts” and
momentous anniversaries, I want to encourage each of you to find
the space to pause, celebrate, and reflect on all that your hard work
has achieved.
I’m truly grateful for each and every one of you. Whether you’ve
been here four days or 40 years, your contribution to CES is important
and it’s how we’ll continue to grow and thrive in the coming years.
I love what some of our newest employees shared in this issue about
their experiences at orientation. I hope that this new chapter as
members of CES will be a significant milestone for each of them.
Onward and upward.
Cheers,

T homas

WANT TO
CONTRIBUTE
TO THE WIRE?

H ar t l a n d - M a ck i e

LET US KNOW ABOUT YOUR SUCCESSFUL
COUNTER DAYS, CONFERENCES, AND EVENTS.
SHARE YOUR COMMUNITY AND MILESTONES
WITH US BY SUBMITTING YOUR STORY.
CONTACT THE CES MARKETING DEPARTMENT AT
THEWIRE@CITYELECTRICSUPPLY.COM
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ONE BRANCH TO 500
In 1983, City Electric Supply opened its first branch in Tampa,
Florida. The branch served its local community with a hardworking, customer-first attitude that made it successful and
generated a need for more branches with the same dedication.
CES is proud to announce, 36 years later, the opening of the
500th branch in La Porte, Indiana.
“My grandfather, Tom Mackie, opened the first CES branch in
the United States in 1983. Being the hard-working, enterprising
man that he was, he opened the 10th US branch just one
year later. It is thrilling and humbling to reach this significant
milestone of 500 branch locations,” said President and CEO
Thomas Hartland-Mackie.
The 500th branch is an important part of CES history,
and La Porte, Indiana, has a fascinating history of its own.
The name “La Porte” is French for “The Door” because of
the role it played in the early 1670s as a gateway to new
land for French explorers. Today, citizens are especially
proud of their annual parade.

10

“Once a year, we have a parade that is the largest parade in
the state of Indiana,” said Branch Manager Brian Vergin.
Along with small-town charm, La Porte will give the new branch
a high volume of industrial work.
“La Porte is an industrial area, and we are excited to begin
business in the town, especially with my background working
with controls,” said Vergin.

CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY IS EXPANDING ALL ACROSS THE U.S.! SEE WHERE WE’VE OPENED NEW BRANCHES
AND HOW WE’RE CONNECTING CES WITH CUSTOMERS IN YOUR STATE!
1

CES Alachua, FL

5

CES Greer, SC

9

2

CES Alexander, AR

6

CES Jonesboro, AR

10 CES New Braunfels, TX

3

CES Folsom, PA

7

CES La Porte, IN

11 CES Panama City Beach, FL

4

CES Greeneville, TN 8

CES Manassas, VA

12 CES Rancho Cucamonga, CA
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CES McHenry, IL

13 CES Savannah
Downtown, GA

Prior to opening, the branch members had their work cut
out for them. They needed to choose a location, work on
negotiations, and find an electrician, a contractor, a painter,
and an HVAC company to help.

The La Porte team was dedicated to creating the most
successful branch possible, no matter how many long hours
that required.
Jeff Williamson said, “Brian Vergin has assembled a staff
dedicated to creating a successful branch. They have shown
their tremendous work ethic over the last three to four months
to get this store up and running.”
The team is confident in their ability to be one of the best
distributors in the area.
“We can stock and fill the branch with whatever our customers
need because of where we are located,” said Vergin.
Although Vergin could list many reasons why he loves working
for City Electric Supply, his favorite part is the people.
“I have received so much support from District Manager Jeff
Williamson and surrounding stores, which is a big plus,” said
Vergin. “They have really helped me hit the ground running.”
Vergin cannot wait to please his customers and blow everyone
away with the success of the 500th CES branch.
“I know I can achieve the goals my district manager has set for
me. I cannot wait to make this store the best for CES,”
said Vergin.
Thomas Hartland-Mackie is proud of the growth he has seen
and excited to see what CES will accomplish in the future.
Hartland-Mackie said, “I know my grandfather would have
been so proud, and I am grateful to the whole City Electric
Supply team for helping us continue his legacy.”

“It took nearly two months to open. The day after I left my
previous job, we started looking for a building. It took around
four weeks to get the keys and for the fun to start,” said Vergin.
“We hired a local contractor for our storefront buildout,
found an electrician and HVAC company that were
previous customers of mine, and brought in a
highly decorated painter known for painting the
downtown area.”
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COMMUNITY

CES AND ECHO
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
REACH NEW LIGHTS
“If electrical work can be described as ‘beautiful,’ the recent
work done by Harry Grafe at Echo Electrical Service and
Bob Webb Homes most definitely would be the job to describe
that way,” said CES Delaware Inside Sales Representative
Garrett Russell.
CES Delaware recently provided lighting for the Plum Ridge
House, a private residence in the community that is over
19,000 square feet and will be running 800 amperes of
current throughout the house.
“From start to finish, the project took nearly seven months,
and now Grafe is working on the party barn that is going to
take two months to finish,” said Russell.
Grafe was a customer of the branch for about five years
with a previous contractor before opening his own company
in November 2018.
“When Harry came into the branch, he began by asking us for
quotes,” said Russell. “We assisted him and provided him with
CME Romex, all service wire, 500 TAMLITE wafer lights, 20
different Kidde products and several other fixtures and devices
from various vendors.”
Although there weren’t many challenges the branch had to
face, they did struggle with short notice on receiving supplies.
“With the electrical and construction going in at the same time,
Harry would often be told last minute he needed to get his side
of things done quickly,” said Russell.
Things turned out in the end, though, and Russell found
the project to be very rewarding. “It is cool knowing we
were able to supply our customer with his needs when he
needed them, which was relatively quick,” said Russell.
“The Contractor and Inspector’s office in town even have
pictures hanging in their office to show off the electrical
work done by Grafe. It is pretty cool seeing our name
attached to this project.”
The CES Delaware branch would like to thank
Harry and Echo Electrical for their continued
business and loyalty to the branch.
6 | THE WIRE MARCH 2020

CES ANAHEIM
AT YOUR SERVICE
At CES Anaheim customer Shane Cunningham owns and
manages a commercial and residential solar equipment
systems company, and he sources electrical materials
throughout the state of California.
“Shane came into our branch for the first time back in
September 2019, and we have been doing business with
him ever since,” said Inside Sales Brian Guenette.
Since September, he has been back several times to purchase
electrical materials from the branch. “I am pleased with the
level of attentiveness the branch offers me,” said Cunningham.
“They know their products very well and always help me
solve problems.”
For Cunningham, the best part about visiting the branch
is how kind and helpful the guys are.

CES is exceptional, and I am
very grateful for their service.

CES REACHES OUT TO OCRACOKE
After Hurricane Dorian hit the Bahamas, it moved northeast
to the United States. Most of the coast was spared, but
Ocracoke, a small barrier island off the North Carolina coast,
was devastated by winds and tidal surges. Though the storm
moved quickly, floodwaters reached the greatest depths the
island had seen since 1944.
CES quickly stepped in to bring the community two important
things they were left without — food and materials.
Because Ocracoke is only accessible by boat or plane, its
1,000 residents were stuck in three feet of water without access
to food, power, or running water. The three electricians who
live on the island knew they had to get to work on repairs
immediately, but they did not have the necessary materials
or a convenient way to get them.
“If you look at Ocracoke Island on a map, you can easily
see they are not near anything. For them to go to the nearest
Lowe’s, it’s an hour-long ferry ride followed by an hour-anda-half-long drive,” said CES Morehead City Branch Manager
Brian Barbour.
Luckily, one of the electricians had connections at
CES Morehead City and another had connections
at CES Elizabeth City.

The electricians called their CES branches, and when the
managers heard what happened, Morehead City Branch
Manager Brian Barbour immediately pulled his team together
to gather supplies.
“We knew what we had to do,” said Barbour. “We loaded our
van with meter bases, meter combos, hubs, and conduit —
everything we could fit.”
As Barbour was loading his van with materials for repairs, he
realized that if the people of Ocracoke didn’t have access to
stores, they probably didn’t have access to restaurants either.
“We stocked up on Chick-fil-A as well,” said Barbour. “Then we
drove an hour to the ferry terminal, rode the ferry for two and a
half hours, and finally arrived in Ocracoke.”
The electricians were happy to see the CES van pull up, and
perhaps just as happy to see the Chick-fil-A sandwiches inside.
“We were just happy to help,” said Barbour.
“It’s the CES way.”
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EMPLOYEE ANNIVERSARIES
5 YEARS

Morgan Edwards

Sean Vanderburg

Ajay Kooliath

Nathan Julian

Victoria Carrow

Benjamin Osbun

Patrick Blaker

Wayne Fortin

Brandy Mayes

Randy Burgess

William Wilkins

Bryan Fowler

Rick Schwinn

15 YEARS

Casey Williams

Robert Phillips

Anthony Dillard

Christopher Teichmann

Robert Reid

Charito Williams

Cindy Avellaneda

Roy Mayes

Charles Geohagan

Cody Oquinn

Shawn Edwards

Randall Conner

Conner Rains

Steven Smith

Eliovel Exposito

Daniel Martinez Serrano

Taylor Vanlandingham

John Russell

Daniel Polk

Terry Gallups

Josephine Fantini

Elizabeth Doyle

Tricia Dunk

Joyce Downs

Emma Hodgson

Toby Boan

Ladonna Abbacchi

Eric Loeffelholz

Tyler Jamison

Mark Elliott

George Parkin

Walker Biggs

Martin Beckett

Gilberto Avila

William Timmons

Rusty Horne

Glenn Cathers

Wyatt Barwick

Ryan Guilds III

Gregory Speers

10 YEARS

Steve Wesson

James Ponder

Adrian Lee

Steven Thompson

James Ramirez

Aja Reed

Thomas Digianvittorio

As we continue to ramp up operations, we anticipate
increased efficiencies in our product life cycle as processes are
streamlined and resources are housed within these four walls.

James Rickard

Anthony Bottino

20 YEARS

Jamey Alexander

Carl Miller

Anthony Dudley

Jeffrey Porras

Chad Fralix

Darren King

In addition to manufacturing and assembly, our
230,000-square-foot warehouse is dedicated to shipping and
receiving. The flow for receiving raw materials and shipping
the finished product has been simplified to reduce redundancy
and enhance inventory management.

Joel McLaughlin

Chris Daugherty

Joseph Sherrill

Joseph Geahr

Daniel Mills

Keith Dennison

Joshua Seaton

Daniel Ramard

Lee Daniel

Justin Smith

David Feie

Neil Sparling

Kaeley Dahmer

Dosi Anklesaria

Scott Broome

Kenneth Riley

Eddie Harrison

Ted Williams

Mart Easterling

Guydetra Simmons

Willard Williams

Matt Flamand

Jason Owens

25 YEARS

Marvin Harville

Jason Senter

Paul Sanchez

Matthew Chappel

Jeffrey Bishop

Stephen Frost

Michael Mastrogiovanni

Justin Beene

40 YEARS

Michael Ragan

Mark Lacouture

Andrew Hayward

Michael Testa

Patrick Coleman

Jim Lawson

Miguel Bueno

Scotty Beshears

SAY
HELLO
TO THE NEW TAMCO
On Monday, December 9, 2019, a dream became a reality
for TAMCO Group as we officially and successfully moved
into our new 411,000-square-foot facility. Five warehouses,
manufacturing, and over 200 staff were consolidated into
the building, marking the first time all business units are
under one roof.
The build-out was no small feat, as our production team
was responsible for manufacturing and installing over 3,000
lighting fixtures. Sanjay Gicale, production supervisor for
TAMCO Group, went on to highlight the efficiencies his team
is experiencing in the new building.
“No longer having to transport product and drive between
buildings is allowing us to produce more fixtures in less time.
This means our products get to market faster, making for
happy customers.”

“Things are different, but they’re also better,” said Gicale.
“We look forward to showcasing our new facility and its
capabilities in the near future.”
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COMMUNITY

DOLLARS FOR DOERS
HELPS EMPLOYEES
GIVE BACK
Dollars for Doers is the CES Cares program that rewards
employees for their time spent volunteering. If an employee
logs a minimum of 10 hours, the company will reward that
person $100 to donate to the charity of their choice.

mundane duties, like traffic control, event presence and
support, public relations, and community outreach.”

“Last year alone, I logged 130 hours,” said Milliron. “I am glad
I am not only able to give my time to help my local community
but also to donate money to a charity of my choice.”

CES wanted to provide a way to empower employees to
give back to their communities and the causes they are
passionate about.

Another CES Employee, Richard “Boo” Smith, has given back
around 60 hours a year in the last three years of volunteering
with Meals on Wheels.

“This is our way of not only giving back as a company but
allowing our employees to give back to what matters most
to them,” said Gray. “This new program took over a year to
finalize, and we are excited to finally be to the point where
we can help.”

Meals on Wheels is a leadership organization that supports
more than 5,000 community-based programs across the
country that are dedicated to addressing senior isolation and
hunger. Volunteers deliver nutritious meals, friendly visits, and
safety checks that enable America’s seniors to live nourished
lives with independence and dignity.

The Motor Reserve Unit was created in 1996 to support local
units of law enforcement with their own time and money.
Volunteers assist with parades, civic events, traffic control,
disasters, search and rescue, and public information days.
Milliron applied to the unit after the September 11 terrorist
attack that shook the nation.
“Three weeks after the attack, my wife and I were in
Washington D.C attending an annual convention for my
electrical contractor association,” said Milliron. “The Pentagon
was still smoking, and they were beginning repairs. I realized
in that moment that worldwide terror threats would not be
ending soon.”
When Milliron returned home, he decided to do something
to give back to his community and assist local law
enforcement officers.
“By joining the Motor Reserve Unit, I was able to help regular
sworn officers by freeing them from some of their more

10 | THE WIRE MARCH 2020

“I went to drop her meal off, but she was not answering.
Several of her neighbors thought she was home and
were banging on her door to help,” said Smith. “She is
handicapped and couldn’t get around very well, so everyone
wanted to make sure she was okay. That is when an upstairs
neighbor opened her door and informed us she was at the
doctor. It was a good feeling knowing how many neighbors
were taking care of her.”

Over the last 17 years, Milliron has logged more than 2,000
hours of service.

“Our Dollars for Doers Program lets employees choose how
they want to engage in their community, and it gives CES the
opportunity to recognize and honor their commitment,” said
Social Impact Manager Karen Gray.

One CES employee, Ronald Milliron, spends his time
volunteering for the Macomb County Sheriff’s Office
Motor Reserve Unit.

His favorite story was when he was delivering a
woman’s meal and no one knew where she was.

This is our way of not only
giving back as a company but
allowing our employees to give
back to what matters most to
them. This new program took
over a year to finalize, and we
are excited to finally be to the
point where we can help.

The Dollars for Doers Program has given Milliron and Smith the opportunity
to help give back, and it can help you do the same!

For more information about the Dollars for Doers Program,
visit CESCares.Benevity.org or contact CESCares@cityelectricsupply.com.

Smith has been volunteering with Meals on Wheels once
a week during his lunch hour for three years.
“During the summer, I pick up two routes a week to help if
there is someone unavailable or not in town,” said Smith.
continued on next page

HALF
MAR ATHON
CES Canada Vice President of Operations Wayne Davies
and CES Canada Accounting Controller Paul Stoddart
completed the Nutrience Oakville Half Marathon in one
hour and 50 minutes.
The two raised over $10,000 to donate to the organization.
“This was my first half marathon and I ran my personal best
in the race,” said Davies.
Congrats to the two on their achievement!
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COLOR-SWITCHABLE
LED DOWNLIGHT

TAMLITE
LIGHTING

From warm white to cool white,
switch between color temperatures with the
CLY color-switchable series.
Stock less SKUs while maintaining
product line variety.

A MOVE IN THE
BRIGHT DIRECTION
D-BAT began its journey with the selection of a 15,000-squarefoot warehouse facility that needed a complete build-out.
As a franchise, there were several mandatory build-out
requirements, including lighting to ensure the safety of its
patrons and brand continuity.
It was imperative for the lighting fixtures to emulate natural
light to allow players to track the ball and to simulate a field
environment. In order to achieve this goal, the manager of
D-BAT, Alan Mason, worked closely with CES Branch Manager
Brandon Hershey on the lighting layout.
To ensure proper light distribution and eliminate shadows,
Hershey needed to take into account the height of the netting,
and the width and length of the lanes. In the end, the job called
for 100 foot-candles for the building — more than double the
average amount of foot-candles for a commercial office.
“There were constant phone calls and questions with the
owner about the project and I came out frequently to oversee
the lighting, which really strengthened our relationship,” said
Hershey. “Now, the same owner wants me to work on another
project for him, which really shows his trust in CES to get the
job done.”

Features
• Baffle trim
• Color-switchable
• Gimbal Trim

CLY6B-CCTA/WH

• Wet location
• 5-year warranty

CLY6G-CCTA/WH

T H E F O L LO W I N G P R O D U C T S W E R E U S E D :

www.TAMLITEUSA.com

The TLP series LED flat panels were used in enclosed areas,
such as the waiting room, private room, and store room.
One of the features of the LED flat panel is automatic
dimming with inactivity, making it great for the areas
that aren’t frequented as often as the cages.
The IBLED series LED high bays were used to illuminate the
batting cages, as they most effectively simulate natural light.
The instant start of the LED high bays eliminated the wait
time for the fixtures to turn on, similar to stadium lights.

In total, 68 LED high bays in 5000K and 20 LED flat panels in
5000K were used on this job.
With Hershey’s help, D-BAT was able to achieve quality
lighting for its batting cages, giving players a quality
playing environment to enhance their skills and establish
CES as the place to go for large lighting jobs.

12" 20" 40" 24V

TAMLITE

ULTRA

THIN
DESIGN

L I G H T I N G

INTRODUCING

MINI UNDER
CABINET LIGHT
Plug‘n Play
The new TRRMUC Series offers
accessories* to power, extend, and fit
any accent lighting application

12" | TRRMUC1205WH
20" | TRRMUC2008WH
40" | TRRMUC4015WH

WWW.TAMLITEUSA.COM

ACCESSORIES

The newly opened D-BAT Wesley Chapel in Wesley Chapel,
Florida, is a premiere indoor batting facility with 13 cages,
including a virtual hitting cage and a lesson cage.

CLY4B-CCTA/WH

TRRMUC-48WD

TRRMUC-AB

TRRMUC-BC

TRRMUC-CC

TRRMUC-DS

TRRMUC-FCC

TRRMUC-TD

TRRMUC-MS
*sold separately
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SANFORD AIRPORT
TAKES LIGHT
CES PAL ATK A CELEBRATES
25 YEARS
From the beginning of the day to the end, City Electric Supply
Palatka had a constant flow of traffic to help celebrate their
25th anniversary. With food, vendors, and prizes, customers
and employees kept busy socializing and enjoying one
another’s company.
“There were many customers who stopped by that have been
with us since day one, which helped make the event even
more memorable,” said Branch Manager Ben Blackwelder.
Blackwelder has been with CES Palatka for 15 years and has
been a branch manager for 13 of them.
“Over the years, I have grown close to several customers. I
have even had the opportunity to watch customers’ kids and
grandkids grow up and start working for their family company,”
he said.
For Blackwelder, getting to have conversations with customers
is one of the most rewarding parts of his job.
“It isn’t just about work. It’s about building relationships that
will create friends and customers,” he said. “One of our first
customers lives down the street from me, and sometimes I will
stop by his house after work to take him something he needs
and just chat. That’s part of the culture we have at our branch,
and I wouldn’t want it any other way.”
Aside from being able to build relationships with customers,
Blackwelder enjoys coming to work every day and having a
team that enjoys succeeding and growing with him.
14 | THE WIRE MARCH 2020

“I’ve worked with several individuals who started with CES
and have since been promoted into other roles. Some have
even become branch managers. Being able to show that type
of success really proves that CES cares about growing its
employees, and it’s something I always like to see.”

Sanford International Airport in Sanford, Florida, is undergoing
a multi-phase renovation that includes the addition of a new
terminal, a remodel of existing terminals, and lighting upgrades
in the garages and on the tarmacs. Having quality and reliable
lighting is paramount to safety in airports.
CES Orlando Midtown Branch Manager Ed Ustanik worked
with Ryan Godfrey of Florida Electrical Solutions (FES) as
the primary electrical supplier on this project. In doing so,
Ustanik was actively involved in recommending lighting
solutions for this venue.

at the right time. The addition of the floodlights meant more
evenly distributed light, fewer shadows, less maintenance,
energy efficiency, and increased savings.
“The energy efficiency of LED is great,” said Ed Corr,
Sanford International Airport Maintenance Manager. “Our
old fluorescent ballast pulled more energy, kicked off more
heat, and required replacement every few months, adding
unnecessary expenses. Now that we’ve made the switch to
LED, we’re excited to see the savings that come with it.”
T H E F O L LO W I N G P R O D U C T W A S U S E D :

FES replaced the fluorescent terminal runway lights with the
TAMLITE LPFLED400 floodlight. They also replaced the timer
light controls with photocell sensors to ensure proper lighting

The LPFLED series floodlight from TAMLITE reduced
light spillage, controlled glare, and reduced shadows.

District Manager Steve Conley believes the Palatka team has
been successful because of their goals.
“Our Palatka team is successful because they have a common
goal to out-service any of their competition and run their store
to fit their customers’ needs,” Conley said.
Not only were the team and customers able to have
conversations and a good time, they also indulged in
Uncle Eddie’s BBQ and learned about new product features
from vendors. Representatives from Milwaukee, Klein Tools,
Lithonia Lighting, and more attended the celebration.
For a business to operate for 25 years, it takes true grit and
hard work. CES Palatka is the perfect example of that, and we
couldn’t be prouder.

Die-cast
aluminum
housing

I N T R O D U C I N G

COLOR-SWITCHABLE
LED FLOODLIGHT

120-277V

Polycarbonate lens is
engineered for superior
light are distribution

Open the
plate and press
button to switch
CCT, 3K, 4K, & 5K

The new color-switchable TCOFL series
floodlight offers wide light distribution
for outdoor areas.

VP of Operations Jim Lawson echoed this sentiment to
CES Palatka at the event.
“Twenty-five years is quite an accomplishment and shows
your hard work and dedication,” he said. “I want to thank
you all for everything, and here’s to 25 more years.”

www.TAMLITEUSA.com
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Helping individuals understand the process and providing
them with internal resources can help them not only be mindful
of their own time but of their customers’ time.

EASY AS 1, 2, 3
CES OPENS THIRD
DISTRIBUTION CENTER
For several years, City Electric Supply has had two distribution
centers, one in Jacksonville, Florida, and one in Charlotte,
North Carolina. In 2019, City Electric Supply reached a
milestone by opening its third distribution center in Farmers
Branch, Texas.
“We were originally just looking for a location for CES Farmers
Branch, but when we saw the 30,000-square-foot building,
we knew we needed to contact Director of CES Online Rich
Antonaros and Co-Chief Operations Officer Andrew Dawes
about a new distribution center,” said Vice President of
Operations Blair Feidler. “It took a little time for us to move
forward, but we finally came to an agreement.”
The newest distribution center in Farmers Branch is a small
start to what has the potential to become a very important
asset to the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
“This center is a much different animal than the first two. Our
physical makeup and layout within our building makes things
a little trickier in certain aspects,” said CES Online Wire Room
Manager Grant Albertson.

According to Antonaros, the third distribution center has
proved worth the difficulty, though, already providing an
adequate amount of service in the Texas market.
“It may not be a full-service fulfillment center at the moment,
but we offer a full range of wire services. This facility has MC,
NMB, flex, along with both copper THHN and aluminum XHHW
conductors in both circuit and feeder cable sizes. Services
include wire cutting, paralleling, and pulling head installation,”
said Antonaros.
Although CES Farmers Branch and the new distribution
center are located in the same building, they are two separate
business units. There is a synergy amongst the team, though,
that makes this dynamic work well.

WHAT THE DISTRIBUTION CENTER OFFERS
“The distribution center offers will-call pick up for contractors
in the area, and the 11 Dallas Branches are able to provide a
quick turnaround for their customers,” said Feidler.

“We are still working on normalization to show individuals
how easy it is to help their branches. Branches close to
the center use it often and are used to it,” said Antonaros.
“We just need to work on adding value for those who are
farther away as well.”

Along with will-call pick up, the center offers copper and
aluminum wire in any color, paralleling services, pulling
heads that allow contractors to pull wire with ease, and
metal compartment basket systems to add value for our
customers when they are pulling wire on their projects.
“Having colored feeders with the option of pulling heads and
parallel reels has really helped us land orders that some of
our competition has had to source out,” said Mike Brown,
the Branch Manager at Farmers Branch.
If the branch is unable to service an order because of its size,
the distribution center is able to service that project for them.

CES ONLINE
“At this point, WB3 is running exactly how it should,” said
Antonaros. “Once it becomes a full-service fulfillment center,
we expect it will really begin to add value.”

In only a short amount of time, the third distribution center has
allowed the market to receive business from customers who
don’t traditionally do business with the company.
“At first, many contractors didn’t believe that we could actually
provide them with the inventory they needed,” said Feidler.
New business opened doors for opportunities with
new products and services the branch offers, including
wire services.
“It is really cool that we now have a facility where customers
can see firsthand the pulling process for their orders and
employees can learn how to place wire service orders through
their branches,” said Feidler.

Although CES Online is a new way for people to purchase
products online, the Dallas distribution center will be able
to cut down the shipping times of those purchases on the
West Coast.
“In theory, not all orders closer to the distribution center will go
to that specific one, but it will help in the long run to cut down
orders for same-day and one-day shipping,” said Antonaros.

POSITIVES VERSUS NEGATIVES
When branches order from the distribution center, they gain
half of the profits back in sales.
“An important piece to the entire process is the fact that
branches have no overhead for inventory and do not have
any involvement in the actual work. All they have to do is
backorder their needs through web fulfillment and they gain
half of the profit and 100% of the sale,” said Feidler.
Changing perception is the hardest part of getting branches
to participate.
“We want to show branches that they are receiving profits while
doing minimal work,” said Feidler. “It is way more profitable for
them from a time and labor management standpoint.”
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AFFORDING BUSINESS IN TEXAS

EXPANDING THE NETWORK
Albertson is excited by the success he has already seen and
excited to see more in the future.
“The most exciting thing about launching WB3 has been
building my team and processes from the start and seeing how
those choices have impacted our success,” said Albertson.
Looking ahead, the newest distribution center will find a larger,
more permanent location in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. The
facility will eventually be able to provide same-day service to
the extended market of Houston to Kansas City, Missouri.
“This center has helped and will continue to help grow
our network in Colorado, Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri,
Oklahoma, and the entire state of Texas,” said Feidler.
“This is only a soft start to support all of the nearby
branches. This is just the beginning.”
THE WIRE MARCH 2020 | 17
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TAMPA BAY
SHOOTS CLAY
City Electric Supply branches from the Land O’ Lakes and
Tampa districts recently hosted their fourth annual Tampa
Bay Sporting Clays Shooting Event. From the sporting and
comradery to the delicious lunch catered by Sonny’s BBQ,
the event was a success enjoyed by everyone who attended.
When asked what his favorite part of the event was, Land
O’ Lakes District Manager Dan Pippin said, “Honestly, just
getting the district contractors and staff together. We work well
together and have great relationships. Customers were mixed
in with each group, so everyone got to know more about one
another and just hang out. That was truly the best part.”
Thanks to Generac’s generous sponsorship, customers and
branch staff received first, second, and third place gift card
prizes. It was a welcome reward after spending nearly three
hours shooting clay.
“There were four people to a team. At the end, we counted
up the totals, and that’s how we found the winners. The best
scores won some great prizes.”
Ralph Philbrook from New Port Richey won first place out of
the 35 people in attendance. This year was the biggest turnout
the districts have seen so far, and they anticipate even bigger
turnouts in the future.

“Great weather, great event. Everything went really well.
We had a really good time,” said Pippin.

HAPPY
WITH YOUR
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE?
Please take a few minutes
to leave us a review.

REVIEW US ON

City Electric Supply
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I loved hearing about the history of City Electric Supply
and how much of a family-run company it is. It’s so nice
to see where we are heading and to really feel like a
part of the bigger picture.
Katrina Judge | Accounts Receivables

ORIENTATION
AT CIT Y ELECTRIC SUPPLY

Orientation provided a lot of good information. I especially
loved how they took the time to answer the questions
everyone had. It makes me happy to be part of this company.
Robert Reyes | Long Branch Operations Manager

Orientation was extremely informative and has
given me much more honor and appreciation for
my role within the company and the difference
I can make.
Tracy Santos | APV Dept

Now four years into the program, City Electric Supply
Orientation continues to make a big difference in teaching our
people what makes CES special. Orientation highlights the
opportunities that exist for our employees while showcasing
the resources available to help them build lifelong, successful
careers with the company. We believe Orientation is an
investment in our most valuable asset — our people.
Each month, CES flies employees who have been with the
company for six months to their headquarters in Dallas, Texas,
to learn about and experience CES.

During Orientation, individuals are introduced to staff in
supporting departments, such as Marketing, Training, HR, and
IT. They have the opportunity to learn about the capabilities,
current projects, products, and tools that are available for them
and the CES customer.
Employees also learn about the five pillars of CES Ethos:
Performance, Empower, Passion, Service, and Integrity.
These pillars demonstrate the morals and values that align
with the CES brand.

I learned a lot about the company and look forward to putting
my time and effort into each day. I am thankful to have the
opportunity to get a position at this job at such a young age.
Cameron Steele | Tampa Central Counter Sales

Orientation was a very positive and enjoyable event. I enjoyed
meeting senior management and learning I work for a larger
company that still truly cares for every employee.
Mike Yoo | California Quote Specialist

As a new employee, the whole Orientation event was a great experience. The main
takeaway I got from the event was that CES not only cares about its worldwide growth
as a company, but that it also cares about its employees and community. It made me
not only feel confident in my future with the company, but it also taught me to take
pride in where CES stands in the industry. My managers have also done an excellent
job making me feel right at home in the CES family. They really care. I just really liked

Orientation definitely provided a different perspective of
the company. I came here for a career, and Orientation has
definitely introduced me to more opportunities I can have at
CES. Learning about the history of our company made the
prospect for me even more exciting.
Jerald Soule | Dade City Outside Sales

how CES cares about their employees and the future. CES cares how they help
their community and give back. I’ve never worked for a corporation that actually
cared. You would think CES only cares about the bottom dollar, but they don’t.
Brett McEachern | Conroe Inside Sales Representative

The management team was exceptional, and Orientation was
very informative. Meeting coworkers was very helpful to see
what’s going on in their markets.
Lisa Newman | Jacksonville Projects Quotes Department
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CES BR ANDON
CELEBR ATES
25 YE ARS

District Manager James Weil made sure to express his
appreciation for Warner and the rest of the team.
“The key to any successful counter day is the team putting it
together, and the Brandon store has one of the best, starting
with their branch manager, Samantha Warner,” said Weil.
“Sam is a master at putting together events at her branch, and
she always manages to bring in a crowd of happy customers
and vendors. She has taken her team to new heights for sales
and service, and if you ask around town, you’ll only hear one
thing: they are awesome!”

Celebrating 25 years in business is a major milestone and
CES Brandon celebrated it the right way with over 100
customers and vendors, 30 raffle giveaways, good food,
and so much more! Customers flowed in and out all day,
and seeing everyone networking together at the branch
was the highlight of the event.
“It was definitely a milestone for us, and I am privileged to be
a part of it,” said Branch Manager Samantha Warner.
Warner has been with CES for nine years and has enjoyed
every second of it.
“Being able to see the branch grow and be a part of it is
pure happiness. I would love to be here when our 50-year
anniversary rolls around,” she said.
When Warner started with the company in 2011, she started
out as a driver and was quickly promoted to counter sales
where she worked for two years. Since then, she held the
operations manager position for three years before eventually
becoming branch manager for CES Brandon in 2016.
“My biggest accomplishment is being where I am today. I have
worked very hard and learned all about the electrical industry,”
Warner said. “As a female in this field, it can be hard to gain
respect, but for me, it wasn’t. I love where I am today and
wouldn’t have it any other way.”
Although Warner loves a lot about her job as branch manager,
her top two favorite things include working closely with her
customers and being a leader to her team.
“Going out and visiting with my customers at their shops and
helping them feel comfortable and trust us is the best part,”
said Warner. “I also love waking up every single day and being
able to come into work and be with the people I work with.
I work with an awesome team and we are growing as much
as possible.”
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Aside from the food and networking among customers and
staff, the branch also had a dunk tank on site where attendees
could purchase a ticket to dunk Weil. All proceeds went to
support Breast Cancer Awareness and the branch raised
roughly $100.
The branch hosted over 15 vendors, including Klein Tools, F4P,
Legrand, and TAMLITE, to provide product demonstrations
and show off new features to their customers. They also
helped provide products for the raffles!
After the very successful event, Warner could not help but
express the gratitude she has for her customers and team.
“Without our customers, we would not be where we are
today. They are very appreciated at our branch by myself
and my team. I also cannot express enough thanks to
my team that works hard on a daily basis. Having a very
reliable team is what helps the branch run smoothly, and
I could not ask for better people to work with.”

CES MYRTLE BEACH
REACHES OUT AFTER
HURRICANE DORIAN
Last fall, Hurricane Dorian, the worst storm to hit the Bahamas
in all of its recorded history, devastated the Abaco Islands.
While rising sea levels flooded entire towns, Hurricane Dorian
tore apart homes and scattered debris across the islands. The
area was left with widespread devastation, and it hit especially
close to home for City Electric Supply Myrtle Beach Sales
Representative Richard “Boo” Smith.
“Thirty years ago, my lovely bride, Shea, and I spent our
honeymoon in the Abaco Islands,” Smith said. “When we
heard about how Hurricane Dorian nearly destroyed the
area, we knew City Electric Supply Myrtle Beach had to do
something to help.”

The devastation in the Abaco Islands also hit home for Smith
because his own branch is located near a coast.
“I am proud to be able to help others who were hit by
something we could easily face here at home.”
Smith knew helping was the right thing to do, and he was
grateful to have the full support of CES Cares.
“I feel blessed to work at a company that cares about
the people down the street, and even down the coast,
from them. That is a wonderful feeling.”

And that’s exactly what they did.
“The week of November 11, we hosted a counter day and
raffled a 32-inch smart TV. We sold raffle tickets for about two
to three weeks leading up to the event, and everything went to
charity through Abaco’s Relief Fund.”
Thanks to the support of vendors and CES Cares, City Electric
Supply Myrtle Beach was not alone in its efforts.
“Because of TAMCO Group, Eaton, Milwaukee Tool, Klein
Tools, Bill Wade and Associates, ESL, and the New South
Sales Group, who all stepped up to provide the TV, we were
able to do our small part to help.”

CES GAFFNEY HELPS
ANGEL TREE
Every year, CES Gaffney looks forward to participating in
Angel Tree. Over the last several years, they have adopted
several children and bought necessities for them. This year,
they did things a little differently — they decided to adopt a
senior from the senior center. The gentleman only requested
a sweatshirt, socks, and toiletries, but the group wanted to
do so much more for him. They bought him what he wanted,
plus a few surprises.
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ELECTRICAL
EXPO 2019

SHELBY RUTH & GEORGIA ANN
October 7, 2019
Parents: Scott & Charis Rogers
Branch: CES Duluth, GA

CLAY HALL
November 11, 2019
Parents: Robert & Angel Hall
Branch: CES Sanford, NC

AINHOA GUTIERREZ
October 3, 2019
Parent: Junior Miranda
Branch: CES Hialeah, FL

City Electric Supply was given the opportunity to attend and
sponsor a station at the Electrical Association of Philadelphia
2019 Electrical Expo, where over 190 exhibitors and 2,200
guests were in attendance. The Expo offered a great
opportunity to learn, network, and explore the latest
electrical and lighting products and technologies.

Every other year, manufacturers are brought in so contractors
and users can learn what new products are available. It is also
a great chance to network.
“This was the first year the Electrical Association of
Philadelphia invited distributors, and we were one
of the first ones they asked,” said Philadelphia District
Manager Chip Krawiec.
Throughout the event, Upper Darby Branch Manager Glenn
Cathers Jr., Folsom Branch Manager Bryan Walsh, Willow
Grove Branch Manager TJ Lorenz, and Philadelphia Northeast
Branch Manager Nate Gonzalez were able to meet the sales
representatives from different manufacturers.
“This was the first time I attended something like the Electrical
Expo, and it was a great experience,” said Cathers. “I think
the best part of the event was being able to talk with the sales
representatives. You don’t always know who to get ahold of,
so it was nice being able to meet a contact and know who you
can reach out to in the future.”

MAEBY ANN DREWES
October 24, 2019
Parents: Matthew & Melissa Drewes
Branch: Florida Divisions Accounts Office

HAYDEN LEE TROTTER
September 15, 2019
Parents: Michael Trotter
Branch: CES Matthew, NC

EVIE BEZERRA
September 6, 2019
Parents: Abner & Lidia Bezerra
Branch: TAMCO

JACK BARTAL
December 18, 2019
Parents: John Bartal
Branch: TAMCO

EMERSYN GRACE CLARY
November 25, 2019
Grandparent: Michael Adams
Branch: CES Orlando West, FL

BLAKE AUSTIN MAI
September 16, 2019
Parents: Michael & Bretlea Mai
Branch: CES Clarksville, TN

RADLEY KNOX BRYERS
January 23, 2020
Parents: Bradley & Hayley Bryers
Branch: CES Mobile Central, AL

ALYA COSTA AZMI
June 1, 2019
Parents: Behic Azmi
Branch: CES Erindale, Ontario

For many, attending the Expo was a chance to see what is
happening in the industry and to run into old coworkers.
“The Expo offered a fresh new experience for networking and
exploring new electrical and lighting products,” said Lorenz.
“It was nice catching up with old coworkers and vendor reps.”
Throughout the day, people moved from table to table to
learn about new products and meet new people.
“I loved seeing the wave of new faces full of excitement for
the electrical world,” said Walsh. “There are so many new,
user-friendly products coming to market, and the rapid growth
of City Electric Supply creates such enthusiasm for the future
of the electrical supply industry. Careers in this field seem
greater than ever!”
As the day came to an end, every CES employee couldn’t help
but express how the Electrical Expo was a great experience
and place for networking.
“The Expo was my first event to attend with CES,
and I had a great time talking with vendors and meeting
new customers,” said Gonzales. “I found it to be a great
networking event where new products were showcased.”
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CONGRATULATIONS!
ZECHARIAH LE EDMOND
Parents: Taylor Edmond
Fan of City Electric Supply

Branch Manager Nate Gonzales
married his wife, Hillary Gonzalez,
in Orlando, Florida.

REQUEST A ONESIE &
SUBMIT A PICTURE!

To order a CES onesie, send your information to
HR@cityelectricsupply.com
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

JIM LAWSON

In 1979, an ambitious 22-year-old began work at City
Electric Supply as an outside sales representative for the
North Glasgow branch in Scotland. Today, that man is
current Vice President of Operations Jim Lawson, and
this year marks his 40th with the company.

From 1979 to 1996, Lawson worked hard to climb the ranks
in the UK before receiving a life-changing promotion that
moved him from Scotland to the United States, specifically
the Carolinas.
“My response was, ‘Where? I’ve heard of the States, but not
the Carolinas. Are they on the coast?’” joked Lawson.
Lawson and his wife packed up their two young children
and belongings, and they moved to Raleigh, North Carolina,
where he served as the district manager of eight branches.

THE EARLY DAYS

In his 40 years with the company, Lawson has collected many
memories, but his favorites will always be those he shared
with CEO and founder Tom Mackie.
“I spent a lot of time with Tom,” said Lawson. “The extent of
his knowledge was outstanding. I wish everyone could have
sat down with him at least once just to learn something.”
One of Lawson’s favorite memories of Tom was the first
time they met at a tradeshow in Glasgow.
“At the end of the night, we were loading up trucks. Instead of
leaving, Tom put his things down to help load,” said Lawson.
“I will never forget my first interaction with Tom because his
humanity was so memorable.”
Over the years, Lawson spent a lot of time not just with
Tom, but with the entire Mackie family.
“They have never treated anyone like an outsider,” said
Lawson. “especially when they see what you love and
want to do. They are all lovely people who truly want the
best for others.”
When Lawson first met Tom’s grandson, CEO and President
Thomas Hartland-Mackie, Thomas was just 17 years old.

Lawson then began negotiating car purchases for the CES
fleet and orchestrating the shipments to get them where they
were needed.
Along with the many joys Lawson has experienced throughout
his successful career, he has also had his share of challenges.

ARRIVING IN THE U.S.

“Moving from Glasgow to Raleigh was a challenge,” said
Lawson. “My accent is less defined now, but back then,
many could not understand me.”
Many differences between Scotland and the U.S. took
Lawson by surprise.
“We realized that in the summer in the U.S., you can’t
expect guys to go cut wires in suits and ties. It’s too hot.
You can do that in the United Kingdom, but not the
States,” said Lawson.
Lawson also quickly realized the sheer heft of American
products would prove to be a challenge.

THE BUSINESS TODAY

In more recent memory, Lawson recalls an important
experience he had at the 2014 North American Managers’
Conference (NAMC).
“I remember being backstage at the first NAMC. All of us were
so nervous, but it was important to realize exactly how many
people we are responsible for,” said Lawson. “They have
families, they need good incomes, and they deserve to enjoy
their jobs. It gave me a new perspective.”
Lawson’s proudest moment in his entire career
with CES was watching his son, Scott,
join the company.
“Scott has been with CES for 12
years, diligently working his
way up to branch manager.
My wife hated when we
would come home and
discuss our days at work
because it seemed like

that was all we could talk about. He learned, as I did, that this
is not a nine-to-five job, but a 24-hour one.

REFLECTION

Lawson has seen many careers begin and thrive at CES, and
he claims that the surest way to tell if someone is going to be
successful is to see if they have the “magic dust.”
“When you talk to those people, you can see a sparkle in their
eyes. You can see how interested they are, and you can know
they will be successful.”
Lawson has enjoyed watching and helping people succeed
at CES.
“Treat people well, and they will succeed. Find out what they
like, and push them toward their dreams,” said Lawson.
Lawson also believes a key to success is loving what you do.
“That is what it takes to succeed here. You give your all to the
job and the Mackie family will do the same. That’s why this
business has been so successful.”
Lawson has an impressive history with CES, and he can’t wait
to see where his future takes him.
“Making the decision to join CES in 1979 provided me with
opportunities and a lifestyle my family and I never thought
we could have; I would never take it back.”

“How can America even fit their spaceships in space?
Everything in the U.S. is bigger,” joked Lawson. “I had
to learn we need more warehouse space here to
hold stock.”
On top of adjusting to
life in a new country,
Lawson had to develop
the North Carolina
territory for CES, as
it was still very new.
There were no vendor
relationships, and no
one seemed to know
CES even existed.
“It was character-building.
When you have something
that needs to be taken care of, you
buckle down and do it. We made it
work,” said Lawson.

“Thomas’ first words to me were, ‘Are you the car guy?’” said
Lawson. “His grandpa, Tom, knew I loved cars, and when the
Mackies find out you love something, they will work hard to
make sure you’re doing something related to it.”
Everyone who knew Lawson knew he loved cars and as soon
as word got around to Tom, Lawson was given the opportunity
to work with them.
“When Tom learned about my interest, he said, ‘Let’s talk cars
and get you a job doing something with them,” said Lawson.
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BLUE SPRINGS BREWERY
IS FASHIONABLY LIGHT

T H E F O L LO W I N G P R O D U C T S W E R E U S E D :

Blue Springs Brewery, located in Orange City, Florida, is the
first microbrewery to open in the area. The restaurant/brewery
is comprised of five dedicated spaces with specific lighting
needs: family dining room, bar area, game room, full kitchen,
and dedicated brew room.
To effectively manage their client’s budget, Andy and John
Hauge of Major League Electric worked with Ed Ustanik,
Branch Manager at CES Orlando Midtown, to select the right
product mix. Together, they visited the site where Ustanik
gained a better understanding of the project and vision of the
owners. They identified existing wiring and housing units to
create the optimal lighting experience, using a combination
of new and existing fixtures.
“Ed is awesome to work with. He was engaged with this
project every step of the way. He recommended the right
fixture for each application. Our customer is happy and so
are we,” said Andy Hauge.
There were five areas with specific lighting requirements
that needed to properly transition from one space to the next.
The customer desired a warm and inviting atmosphere in the
bar; more and brighter light in the dining area; and brighter
light for the kitchen and brewhouse.
“There is a psychology to lighting,” said Harry Grimm,
Manager of Blue Springs Brewery. “We needed the space
well-illuminated and aesthetically pleasing. The layout
and design of the lighting is great and the LEDs in here
are awesome.”
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Brewhouse: The CTNLED series gasketed strips provided the
brewers with optimal lighting to view the brewing process
and ensure safety while working.
Family Dining Area: The RFK6 series and IC56RF series
LED recessed trims were used with new housing and
retrofitted with existing cans. This lighting design
provided the customer with ideal lighting for menu
reading, creating a warm, comfortable space.
Game Room: The RFK6 and IC56RF LED recessed trims
accentuated the high energy of the arcade games and
ensured the safety of children and adults.
Kitchen/Server Area: The TLP series LED flat panel and the
TLP series LED flat panel color selectable are NSF rated,
making them sanitary, safe, and functional for the kitchen.
This lighting configuration provided the brightness needed
in food prep areas without color distortion.
Bar Area: The LED A19 lamps were aesthetically pleasing,
and their low color temperature created a warm, welcoming
ambiance for the bar.

NOW AVAILABLE

Backlit Panel
The new backlit panel has state-of-the-art LED construction
that delivers superior light performance and reduces glare.

FEATURES
• PMMA lensing won’t yellow over time
• Rigid frame
• 4K and 5K available
• Eliminates shadows and dark spots
2x2

2x4
WWW.TAMLITEUSA.COM
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CES BRADENTON, FL
CELEBRATING A QUARTER
OF A CENTURY IN BUSINESS

NEC Code
Changes
2020
Another update to the National Electric Code has
been issued and the NEC 2020 Code is quickly
being adopted by 12 states. In order for you and
your customers to remain compliant, Generac has
been developing and has recently released new
products due to the change in code.

Left to right: Mark Mickley, Ben Godshalt, Dexter Austin, Danny Hipple, Joe Garcia, Jimmy Stillwell, and Rick Rockafellow

City Electric Supply Bradenton was thrilled to host an event
for their team, customers, and vendors to celebrate 25 years
of great business.

“The giveaways were a huge hit and the Grand Prize Traeger
Grill really drew people in,” said Garcia.

Throughout the sunny day, customers were able to learn about
products, enter the giveaway for several prizes, and interact
with the team outside of work.

In addition to the fun, several vendors held product
demonstrations to show off new features. Representatives
from Klein Tools, Milwaukee, TAMCO, Generac, and several
other vendors attended.

“The turnout was great! It was our biggest turnout for an event,
and it was amazing seeing customers show up,” said Branch
Manager Joe Garcia.

“Customers enjoyed having so many different vendors there at
one time and being able to chat with the representatives about
their new products.”
Garcia couldn’t see the event running any smoother, praising
the 25th anniversary of the Bradenton branch as one of the
most important moments of his career.

Be Compliant

Start benefiting from having NEC
2020 Compliant products in your
branch or truck by ordering today!

Finger-safe barriers prevent inadvertent contact with uninsulated
service conductors and terminals. This has already been placed
in every one of Generac’s SE-rated transfer switches.

Garcia has been with CES for nearly 20 years and has
enjoyed building relationships on a daily basis.

Coming Soon!
Meter Transfer Switch Combo

“My favorite part of waking up every day is knowing I get to
go into work to see my customers and work with my team,”
said Garcia. “Building new relationships every day and working
alongside a group of guys who work hard and want to help
the branch grow and succeed is one of the best parts about
working here.”
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New and replaced service equipment supplying
dwellings are required to be protected by SurgeProtection Devices. Generac’s SPD provides wholehouse protection to sensitive electronics and smart
appliances. It protects against voltage spikes and
utility switching activity.

Now In Every Service Entrance
Rated Transfer Switch!
Finger Safe Barrier

“Although it was mainly intended as a customer
appreciation event, the branch staff really appreciated
the get-together the evening before. I believe that set
the tone for the next day’s event. We had a larger
attendance of customers & vendors than we typically
do at these events, which was great,” exclaimed
District Manager Rick Rockafellow.

Not only did the branch get to know their customers better
in a relaxed, casual environment, but they also celebrated
with a handful of giveaways and delicious food.

Now Available!
Surge Protection Device

Outdoor emergency disconnects are required by NEC 2020 Code for
new construction, homes undergoing renovation, and homes having
their service replaced. Generac’s all-in-one Meter Transfer Switch
Combo conveniently and aesthetically hosts the utility meter, transfer
switch and emergency shutoff, while providing code compliance at a
reasonable cost with the shortest installation time.

Generac.com
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GAYLOR ELECTRIC
GIVES CES AN INVITE
Gaylor Electric is the highest-performing national
contractor of excellence and one of the nation’s largest
electrical contractors.

For two days, in a booth set up with Klein Tools, the team
continued sharing about the company, its footprint, and the
many capabilities CES offers.

At the beginning of the year, Gaylor Electric hosted their
first annual National Employees Summit in Westfield, Indiana,
with a turnout of 1,400 employees. People gathered to
network, take structured courses, receive hands-on training,
celebrate successes, set goals, and recognize people within
the company.

“The engagement from each individual was really fantastic,
and you could see how interested they were in learning about
CES,” said Phillips.

As a part of the first summit, vendors and six distributors
were invited, including City Electric Supply.
“The conference was their first large show, and it was definitely
a privilege to have received an extended invitation from Gaylor
to be in attendance,” said Vice President of Operations Gary
Smith. “You cannot buy an invite, so it was an honor to know
they wanted us to participate.”
During the two-day show, Director of CES Online Rich
Antonaros, Business Development Manager of Utility Solar
Mason Phillips, and TAMCO Vice President of Operations
Jordan McGinn shared four breakout sessions about the
company’s history, where we are, where we are going, how
we are growing in the renewables division, and how we work
with TAMCO.
“The conference was very similar to the one we hold every
other year. They had a large tradeshow format with vendors
throughout the entire day, coupled with breakout sessions
for their employees,” said Antonaros. “The breakout sessions
allowed us the opportunity to share about City Electric
Supply as it relates to our history, shared values, and overall
organizational capability.”
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Before attending the event, Smith worked with Gaylor
Electrical on a regional level in Charlotte, North Carolina,
and Nashville, Tennessee.

For CES Fishers Branch Manager Richard Bragg, attending
the event was especially exciting because he worked with
Gaylor Electric before joining CES.
“It was an awesome event to be invited to,” said Bragg. “It is
fun to watch Gaylor grow over the years from the time I worked
for the company in the 1990s to now. They have had such
incredible growth.”
Aside from exposure and the opportunity to build a
continuous relationship with Gaylor, McGinn believes they
are going to be able to strategically work together
with Gaylor Electric.

We were given the opportunity to showcase our versatility
and many divisions,” said Phillips.
Each person representing City Electric Supply at the event
left feeling good about the future relationship between CES
and Gaylor.
“We were able to provide a better understanding of what we
can offer to them. Most of their locations are in areas where
we have strong branch presences. We are able to be a true
partner and resource,” said McGinn.
As the summit came to an end, everyone was thoroughly
impressed with the success of the event.
“The summit was really awesome,” said Philips.
“They definitely went all out, and you could see
how well they take care of their employees.”

“With the exposure from the conference, we believe we are
going to be able to connect more with the South region,”
said Smith.
Attending the conference was a way for us to continue
the education of who CES is and what CES can do.
“I believe the best part of the conference was the exposure.
We had the opportunity to really show Gaylor employees who
we are,” said Antonaros.

“CES and TAMCO went in and fully represented who we are
and what we are capable of doing for Gaylor,” said McGinn.
“We presented all of our service elements, including CES
Online’s web fulfillment centers, Renewable Solutions division,
and TAMCO’s vast product offerings, which showed we had
more to offer than other electrical wholesalers.”
Phillips couldn’t agree more with what McGinn had to say.
“Jordan took the words right out of my mouth. Gaylor knew
who we were, but the exposure we presented was magnified.
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COUNTER DAYS

WITH CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY
FREDERICKSBURG, VA
CES Fredericksburg celebrated Octoberfest with their own
type of fun and over 100 customers in attendance.

IEC CINCINNATI CLAY SHOOT
As planning for the third annual IEC Cincinnati Sporting
Clay Shoot began, City Electric Supply was asked to help
sponsor the event once again. For the second year in a row,
the Cincinnati group sponsored the food and two shooting
stations where they handed out CES hats, pens, notebooks,
Klein Tools Cooling Towels, and shotgun shell casing shot
glasses to those who attended the event.
“Kip Woll with Bertke Electric, a customer of the Milford
branch, asked us to be a food sponsor,” said Cincinnati
District Manager Shawn Howard. “He has asked us to
sponsor the last two years, and we intend to sponsor
every year for as long as we can.”

“By cold calling every account in our customer profile the
day before and day of, the event turned out to better than
expected,” stated Branch Manager Andrew Shreve.
With representatives from Lutron, Fluke, RAB Lighting,
TAMCO Group, Lithonia, Eaton, Milwaukee Tools, and Task
Lighting, the Octoberfest Counter Day went off without a hitch.
Customers and employees enjoyed food from Fireside Food
Truck and Catering and networking with each other. To wrap
up the event, customers won giveaways provided by both the
branch and vendors.
“Being a new branch, the best part of the event was
the customers and contractors telling us that this
was the best distributor counter day they had ever
attended and that they really appreciated it,” stated
Shreve. “This helps prove that our customer service
and business partnerships are strong.”

ORLANDO DISTRICT
Every quarter, the Orlando District hosts a Milwaukee
Blitz counter day to bring in customers and promote
new and current Milwaukee Tools products. This quarter,
CES Kissimmee hosted the Blitz.

“It was definitely a well-attended event, and many people gave
extra donations to the charities,” said Wuest. “It was a great
day that showed a lot of sponsorship toward the foundations.”
Throughout the event, customers moved from station to station
and networked with each other.
“It was a really good and enjoyable event. We met a few new
guys we do not do business with, so being able to promote
CES was nice,” said Price.
At the end of the event each sponsor was given time on the
stage to raffle off prizes.

CES Milford Branch Manager Jon Buring, Milford Outside
Sales Representative Brad Morris, Sharonville Outside Sales
Representative Doug Wuest, and Erlanger Outside Sales
Representative Shane Price attended the event to represent
City Electric Supply. The shoot was a well-attended success,
enjoyed by all attendees.

“We handed out prizes ranging from flashlights to power tools,
which helped put us in front of new companies we have never
worked with,” said Buring.

“Attending the event each year, is a great way to interface with
all the other guys we don’t typically get to,” said Buring. “It is
a great way to get our brand and company out there and put
faces to names and vice versa.”

“The event is one of my favorite things we are included
in and I am also happy to be involved,” said Morris.
“I am already looking forward to doing this in the future.”

Between the prizes and the networking, the event was viewed
by all as a success.

The event had record-breaking numbers of 26 teams and
125 guests. Each year, the IEC donates the collected
proceeds to different organizations, and this year they donated
$10,000 to the Fishers House Foundation and the Gray
Sinise Foundation R.I.S.E. The Fishers House Foundation
builds homes for military and veteran families to stay, free of
charge, while a loved one is in the hospital. The Gary Sinise
Foundation honors our nation’s defenders, veterans, first
responders, their families, and those in need.

“We enjoy bringing in contractors and hosting a day for
them to see demos and meet with on-site representatives
to learn more about the new tools,” said District Manager
Micah O’Steen.
The branches promoted the event a whole month in
advance, hoping to invite as many customers as possible.
“We provided food and gave out free hats and shirts with
the purchase of Milwaukee Tools,” said O’Steen. “The event
went really well. Customers love Milwaukee Tools, and that
is why they continue to show up each quarter. We cannot
wait until the next one.”
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COCONUT CREEK

CELEBRATES 25 YEARS
On a day filled with sunshine, customers, vendors, food, and
more, CES Coconut Creek celebrated two things — being
open for 25 years and the loyalty their customers
and employees have shown during that time.

SAFETY
MARKS
THE SPOT

“We really appreciate events like this because it is nice to
receive recognition, especially after being a part of the branch
for 25 years,” said Branch Manager Steve Brown.
Brown has been with CES for almost 30 years, and he’s
been with the Coconut Creek branch since they opened in
November 1994.
“Since the beginning, I knew I loved the company for what
it stands for,” stated Brown. “Everyone in the company is
outstanding, and they give you all of the resources you need
to be profitable.”

Product displays are proven to capture
attention and increase sales. F4P provides
eye-catching and functional displays for
many of its product lines including safety
marking products.
This display is designed to enhance product
placement in your branch, increase product
knowledge and brand awareness, and, most
importantly, encourage impulse buys.
Barricade Tape:

Use barricade tape to warn the public of a
possible danger around a jobsite or area.

Underground Tape:

Use underground tape to locate and prevent
damage to buried electrical or utility lines.

Flags:

Use flags to communicate what is being
marked such as buried gas and water lines.

Ask you
about t r rep.
h
Safety M e new
ark
Display ing
!

As the branch began to grow, Brown and the team had friendly
competition within their region.

Brown did not forget to mention how the branch has never
been in the red and how he’s accomplished that by working
hard and growing.

“When I was a Branch Manager in Jupiter, I remember the
friendly sales competitions between Steve and I at Coconut
Creek,” said Regional Manager Mike Bertone. “I congratulate
him and his team on a job well done.”

“From the first year we opened, we were set up for success
and we also beat Mike, which was a plus,” mentioned Brown.
“We were set up to profit, and it’s not hard to do if you follow
the guidelines that are given to you from the get-go.”
With a steady flow of 80 people throughout the day, the
branch was able to enjoy fraternizing with their customers
and each other.
“The comradery between the customers was thrilling. It was
great seeing customers who had never met learn more about
each other’s work and enjoy the event together,” said Brown.
Aside from the beautiful weather, customers enjoyed the
delicious BBQ, giveaways, and vendor promotions.
The branch hosted four vendors, which included TAMCO, F4P,
Florida Strut, and Big Ass Fans, along with Rob Smith from
the CES Renewables Division and Dan Conroy from the CES
Online Department.
As the event came to an end, Co-Chief Operating Officer John
Gray could not help but express his pride.

www.F4P-USA.com
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“Steve, I would like to commend you on being with your
branch for 25 years. If you aren’t the only one, you are one
of the very few who started and have continued at the same
branch for 25 years,” said Gray.
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FISHING WITH CES
This year, City Electric Supply Deland hosted their first ever
fishing trip for six lucky customers, and it was a great success.
Deland customers Jeff McGregor of Freedom Electric, Brett
“Caz” Cazmierczak of Gallery Homes, and Daytona Beach
District Manager Jim Glass all hit their bag limits on the very
first weekend of Florida’s red snapper season.
“It was a great first time with these customers,” said Glass.
“It’s a great opportunity to show that you care about them and
that you’re invested in building that relationship — that it’s not
always about the money. It’s just about going out and having
fun together.”
They had a lot of success with the fish, but the most rewarding
thing was simply the time spent together.

DELAND HOSTS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST FISHING TRIP
Members of the Florida Region branches and their customers
recently drove 13 hours to Buras, Louisiana, for their first ever
Louisiana Fishing Tournament.
“We were welcomed by Blaize Charters with drinks and a
Cajun dinner of Redfish etouffee — a great start to a great trip!”
said Daytona Beach District Manager Jim Glass.
The four-day trip, sponsored by Generac Power Systems and
Siemens Industries Inc., included six CES employees, three
vendors, and 10 customers. They took six bay boats to fish
the backwaters and bays for redfish. The day was perfect,
and the fish were abundant, but the real highlight came at
3:00 p.m. when they returned.
“When we came back, the guides cleaned the fish, and
everyone settled down for another awesome, traditional
Cajun dinner with fresh blue crabs and gulf shrimp fresh
from the boats. It doesn’t get any better than that!” said Glass.
On Friday, the last day of fishing, the group took out three
boats. Everyone had a good time, but some boats were
luckier than others.
“Two of the boats had a great day catching limits of red and
mangrove snapper, but the other boat (my boat, of course)
went in search of the big tuna. We came back empty-handed
but with memories of a 12-hour boat ride we will never forget!”
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CES Land O’ Lakes held their first fishing trip sponsored by
Generac for five customers on a perfect day with beautiful
calm waters and a temperature of 74 degrees.
Branch Manager Frank Shortt and the crew began their trip
in Clearwater, where they hopped on a boat and traveled
50 miles offshore.
The group spent six hours in six to seven spots, bringing
in 30 pounds of gag grouper that fed many families.
“Gag grouper was in season. They are very common and
very delicious,” said Shortt. “This type of fish is worth about
$28 a pound.”
Overall, the trip was a massive success. The group
spent the day laughing and networking with each other.
“We are thrilled with how well the trip went. Even
the captain said this was the best trip he’d been on
in about five years.”

“By far, the best part was the comradery. Even though we
just made a day trip out of it, we learned a lot about each
other and how we can help grow each other’s businesses.
I look forward to more trips like this.”

City Electric Supply Oviedo in Oviedo, Florida, recently took
Mako Shark Electric Project Manager Chris Eastham and
vendor James Thornton for a day of snapper fishing aboard
the Chasin’ Blue charter boat. CES Oviedo Branch Manager
Mike Cole, Sales Representative Orlando Maldonado, Daytona
Beach Branch Manager Russ Brown, and District Manager Jim
Glass rounded out the CES team to catch some fish and a few
rays with a couple of amazing customers.

Saturday, everyone headed home with coolers of fish,
shrimp, and a great appreciation for fishing on the bayou.
“Everyone went home with fish. Between 19 people, over both
days of fishing, we caught 100 fish. But the best part of the trip
was the comradery. Being together and having a great time
was a lot of fun,” said Glass.
With the success of the recent trip fresh on their minds,
they look forward to doing it again next year.
“We can’t wait
until next year!
Many thanks
to Generac
and Siemens
for sponsoring
the event. We’re
looking forward
to even bigger and
better events in the
future with their
continued support!”

FLORIDA REGION BONDS OVER
FISHING AND GOOD FOOD

CES LAND O’ LAKES CATCHES
30 POUNDS OF GAG GROUPER

CES CATCHES 100
FISH IN OVIEDO
City Electric Supply Winter Park took Alan Deese, owner of
Keystone Energy & Power Corporation, and his son, Nick,
out on a one-day fishing expedition. With Branch Manager
Billy Reina, Operations Manager Will Runyan, and District
Manager Jim Glass in attendance, everyone got to spend
some time on the water and behind the reels to bring in
some huge red snapper.
“It was a great day for us, and we brought home a good
amount of snapper!” said Glass.
The fish were plentiful and so were the laughs.
“The best part was getting to know the customers outside of
work. At CES, it’s more about providing excellent service; it’s
about building relationships with our customers and making
them feel like a part of the family.”

“We only get to know our customers for a few minutes at
a time because they’re often pretty busy, so having a few
hours to get to know them is a huge plus,” said Glass.
“Besides, it’s not hard to find an excuse to go fishing. Our
customers love it, and we will never say no to a good time.”

WINTER PARK ENJOYS TIME WITH
CUSTOMERS AND RED SNAPPERS
The event was such a success that City Electric Supply Winter
Park cannot wait to do it again this summer.
“It was our first time doing something like this at the
branch. It went so well that we certainly look forward
to doing it again.”
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CES COOPER CITY
CELEBRATES 25 YEARS
City Electric Supply Cooper City recently celebrated an
impressive milestone, their 25th anniversary, and they made
sure they did it right. After all, being able to celebrate 25 years
is a joy that doesn’t come around often.
“I just can’t help but express how proud I am to be a part of
CES and the continuing success of the branch and company,”
said Branch Manager Brian Bertsch.
CES Cooper City enjoyed the sunny day by welcoming
customers and special guests with food, product demos from
vendors, and giveaways.
Bertsch has been with CES Cooper City since he joined the
company and would not trade his time there for anything else.
“Over the last three years, I have enjoyed running the branch
and meeting new customers,” said Bertsch. “Customers are
my favorite part of the job. A lot of good customers come
through the door, and it truly is the best part of each day.”
Regional Manager Mike Bertone also expressed
his enthusiasm.
“We are excited for the team here at CES Cooper City on what
they have accomplished in their first 25 years,” said Bertone.
“We look forward to continued success over the next 25 years
and beyond.”

“We enjoyed having representatives from RAB Lighting,
TAMCO, Brother and Lite the Night, and Acuity in attendance,
alongside of National Renewables Business Development
Manager Robbie McNamara from CES Renewable Energies
Group,” said Bertsch.
What many people thought was going to be the end of the
event quickly became the best part.
“Toward the end, the celebration started getting busier and
busier, and the event went on longer than expected,” said
Bertsch. “We had many customers show up for the raffle
drawing, and many customers were present to receive their
prize. One of the individuals who won the YETI Cooler was
actually one of our top accounts of the month.”
At the end of the event, Co-Chief Operating Officer, John Gray
expressed his gratitude to CES Cooper City.

98,794

items shipped
to CES branches
in 2019
That’s a 14% increase over 2018
Milbank has a complete line of metering
equipment, NEMA 1 and 3R enclosures,
enclosed controls, disconnects, instrumentrated metering and RV/mobile home
pedestals. Milbank is dedicated to
developing hundreds of new and modified
products every year to address utility
changes and customer requests.

“It’s you guys that make what we do great. I can
honestly say on behalf of myself, our family owners,
and the company—thank you! We are looking forward
to the next 25!”

milbankworks.com
METERING

ENCLOSURES

ENCLOSED
CONTROLS

The celebration stayed busy with a steady flow of more than
65 customers coming and going. Everyone enjoyed mingling
outside on the perfect day.
Between the great turn-out, weather, food, and vendors,
the event was a great success.
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COMMUNITY

CES LIBERTY

SENDS STOCKINGS
TO TROOPS
During the holiday season, CES Liberty collected donations
for deployed troops. The branch wanted to help everyone
remember the many people overseas always making sacrifices
even though the news does not constantly show them.
In the winter, the branch collected cash and donations to
make personalized Christmas stockings filled with goodies.
“We also made individual ‘snackle’ boxes filled with
assorted candy, homemade spiced nuts, and one special
gift they requested from us,” said Operations Manager
Mandi Daughtery.
According to the branch, helping the troops is something that
is near and dear to their hearts, as Mandi and her husband,
Branch Manager Chris Daughtery, have a son-in-law who is
currently deployed.

WORKING HARD AND PLAYING
HARD WITH CES CANADA

“Our daughter helped us choose the soldiers to receive
the packages, shop for goodies, bundle the gifts, and send
them out,” said Mandi.
The boxes included Christmas cards signed by customers and
members of the branch, and some also included personalized
messages to each solider from different customers.

In the fall, Canada branches bond together over softball and basketball.
These teams know their way around fields, courts, and electrical equipment.

“Each solider received a personalized Christmas stocking
filled with goodies and cards,” said Mandi. “We wrapped
everything up, and the gifts arrived in time to bring them
a little piece of home while celebrating Christmas so
far away.”

Data Accessories
P R O D U C T E X PA N S I O N

Data Accessories
and In-Wall HDMI
• Keep low-voltage wires out of sight
• Multiple options available

W W W. R P P - U S A . C O M
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• Keystone Inserts
• Wall Plates
• Data-Entry Wall Plates

In-Wall Rated HDMI

Available in 6' | 10' | 15' | 25' | 50'
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LUTRON
TRAINING
RAFFLE SUCCESS

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

A TRAINING SUCCESS
CES Pembroke Operations Manager Brandon Morris
and Flux Lighting representatives Joe & Emerson visited
Algonquin College’s Waterfront Campus on October 25 to do
a Lutron Installation and Training Session with the Beginning
Electricians, Taught by Sam Gauvreau. Sam has done a
fantastic job and turned the old mechanics classroom into a
workshop which allows these novice electricians to do more
hands-on work and training than some seasoned electricians
get. The lab was built from the ground up by the students,
and they have done many different types of common
residential and simple commercial wiring and diagnostics.

Overall, the Lutron day with the College was a great success.
Sam showed great support and allowed CES Pembroke to
offer ideas and products for future labs that are relevant to
something an electrician would see.
Joe and Emerson were fantastic, answering all questions
and handing out business cards. It was a great success.

The first portion of the day was in the classroom, and Lutron
went over the presentation for the Caséta system and
scenarios on who would want it, why its useful, and how it can
benefit more than just millennials. The presentation was great,
and the students asked a lot of relevant questions pertaining to
the product itself and how the set-up is completed.

City Electric Supply Vice President of Operations Gary Smith’s
region recently hosted a Lutron training day to promote new
products that CES offers. The 11 districts throughout the
region hosted their own training throughout the summer
for employees and contractors.
“When we first started putting the event together, we wanted
to reward our contractors with a prize,” said Indianapolis
District Manager Doug Hornback. “We decided a $2,500 travel
voucher would be perfect.”

We then moved into the workshop where we did installations
with Caséta starter packs. They learned to wire a switch,
connect the smart bridge and pair it to a phone, and a pico
remote. Everyone was amazed at how easy the installation
and set up required was.

Every contractor who attended
automatically received a ticket to
enter into the raffle and
an additional
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“The winner happened to be a customer from the Indianapolis
East branch, James Jett with Jett Electrical and Mechanical,”
said Hornback.
For Hornback, the best part of the campaign was that the fairly
new Indianapolis district was able to show their contractors
what CES can provide, and for Branch Manager Presley
Huffman, the best part was seeing a customer he knows very
well win the raffle.
“It was awesome to see somebody win who was not only
from the Indianapolis market, but from my own branch.
It has taken a while to get our feet off the ground, and
we are finally starting to gain a presence,” said Huffman.
“It was nice to have one of our guys win the perks. It is
especially cool to see James win because he is a guy who
attends any training, lunch and learn, or counter day we
have. I’m glad he won.”
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ticket for every $100
spent on Lutron products.
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At the end of the campaign, Smith and his 11 district
managers met and picked the lucky winner from the
95 people who attended the training.
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“I don’t know about other districts,
but our Lutron sales definitely increased,”
said Hornback.
100 contractors and CES staff members attended
the training to expand their knowledge of Lutron products.
“It was really cool to be able to introduce our contractors to
Lutron and show them what we provide,” said Hornback.
“We also sold over 100 Caséta kits at the training, which
was really cool!”
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BIG BUCK HUNT
What started in 2015 as a single yearly trip with 15 guests and
vendors has now grown to two trips per year with 17 guests
attending each one. Regional Manager Mike Bertone has
held an annual big buck hunt for many special customers and
vendors throughout the Florida region over the years, and this
trip was nothing short of a huge success.
During the first visit to Georgia, the crew brought home
15 does and four bucks, and the second trip brought home
10 bucks and five does.
“There were quite a few of our customers that knocked
down some BIG trophy bucks that they will remember
forever,” said Bertone.
For the last five trips, the crew has traveled north to
hunt with Trophy Georgia Hunts in Colquitt, Georgia.
“TGH is always excellent with our crew and treats us like
royalty,” said Bertone. “We love going there every
year for our hunt.”
The trip wouldn’t be possible without the support and
sponsorship of Eaton and Pass & Seymour.
“We would like to thank our sponsors for all their support,
and also thank all of our customers who took the time out
of their busy schedules to join us on our hunt.”

I cannot thank you enough for inviting me on this trip.
Hands down, there are no hunting trips like this one.
Thanks again for a great hunting trip with the guys at CES.
Michael Pride: VP of Pride Electrical Services of Florida

I want to thank you for all you did to make this trip nothing
less than spectacular. The hunt is over but the memories
will last a lifetime. CES and P&S can count on our support.
Dale Brickner: Brickner Electric

Thanks again for letting me be a part of The Big Buck Hunt, it
really means a lot. It was good to see some of the guys from
last year and meet new guys this year. It was a great group.
Eric Letourneau : WireNutz

It was one heck of an awesome hunt, probably one of the
best we’ve ever had. It will for sure be tough to beat!
Mike Bertone: Florida Regional Manager

There is a lot to be said for a supplier that thinks enough of
their customers to provide a trip like we just had. Hooper
Electrical Services Inc has been a City Electric customer
since 2006 and will remain a loyal customer indefinitely.
Also, I would like to thank Willis Milner and Pass & Seymour
for their sponsorship that made this trip possible.
Dan Hooper: Hooper Electrical Services Inc

It was an awesome trip! Thanks again! Can’t wait to see
my deer on the wall in my office!
Ray Arnold: Arlington Electric

For more information about Trophy Georgia Hunts, visit their website at http://www.trophygahunts.com/
and if you are interested in setting up a hunt, please reach out to Gary Smith at (229) 224-8494 or email
him at TrophyGaHunts@hotmail.com. Make sure to ask for the CES discount!
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Just wanted to thank you for the opportunity to hunt
with you guys. It was truly a good time with good people.
Tim Mercer: Mercer Electric
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CES LENDS A HAND
TO BABY DJ
The Orlando District branches helped those in need through
the holidays by collecting toys for a drive benefitting the
Baby DJ organization.

“The Baby DJ organization touches the lives of over 15,000
families in Central Florida each year, and it is cool that we are
able to help,” said O’Steen. “We enjoy participating every
year and being able to give back. We cannot wait to help
again next year.”

“From mid-November to mid-December, each of the branches
in my district collected toys. We then had the pleasure of
delivering those toys to the organization,” said District Manager
Micah O’Steen.
The Baby DJ program was founded by local radio host,
Johnny Magic, when he was inspired to provide assistance to
families of economic disadvantage in the central Florida area.
Johnny spent time working with the community and hearing
the many struggles families faced trying to provide their
children with necessities, especially during the holiday season.

CES CROSSWORD

EVERTHING YOU NEED.
TURNKEY SOLUTION
DC AND AC PRODUCT SUPPLY
PERMIT-READY PLANS
BRANDS YOU LOVE AND TRUST

Project Identification

Specification Analysis

Identifying job requirements &
solutions

Determine best materials &
service options

Strategic Sourcing

On Time Logistics

Utilizing our world-class vendor
relations to source the best
materials for the best value

Materials on-site, on time

Contract Review
Confirmation of terms &
schedule

Support
Experts at your service, from
conception to completion

REACH OUT TO OUR RENEWABLE ENERGIES TEAM
RES-SALES@CITYELECTRICSUPPLY.COM
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1: Sounds Like Order to Paddle Get Money (4)
2: The Large French Electrical Supplier (7)
3: High Intensity Training (6)
4: Good Time To Celebrate (3)
5: Don’t Hate This Golfer (4)
6: A God Not Sore (4)
7: HQ Location (6)
8: Our Company (3)
12: Texting Slang (3)
14: Sawchuk And Hasek (7)
16: Sounds Like Band With Hairpiece Accomodates (6)
18: Team That Plays In Two Cities (4)
19: Over There (6)
21: Indian Food (5)
25: Bird Comes In Second By Size (3)
26: Long Records (3)
28: Surface For 14 Down (3)
29: Lifesavers (3)
32: Animal In Foxhunt (2)

• FREE DESIGN COSULTATION SERVICES
• CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDITS (NABCEB)
• BIG JOBS, SMALL JOBS, AND EVERYTHING-IN-BETWEEN JOBS

ACROSS
1: Certain Brand of Basketball (5)
5: Northern Branch in Alberta (5)
9: Not Hard (4)
10: Speak At Zero Pace (5)
11: Light Colors (3)
12: Rebels About Force (7)
13: Fruit Color (6)

15: Punch This Creature (4)
16: Man of Power (4)
17: Dead _ Alive (2)
18: Flying Team (4)
20: North And South America Form Agency (4)
21: Old Broom (5)
22: Welcome Down Under (4)

23: Spanish And Italian People (6)
24: Related To Paul Or George (6)
27: Pick This Team (4)
30: Current Cut In Half (3)
31: Reject Mixed Vote (4)
33: Obliged To Do (4)
34: Team But Not Niners (6)

DOWN: 1. Euro 2. LeGrand 3. Tabata 4. NYE 5. Love 6. Eros 7. Dallas 8. CES 12. RNT 14. Goalies 16. Wigwam 18. Jets 19. Yonder 21. Balti 25. Emu 26. EPS 28. Ice 29. EMS 32. Ox
ACROSS: 1. Elton 5. Leduc 9. Easy 10. Orate 11. RGB 12. Revolts 13. Orange 15. Slug 16. Watt 17. Or 18. Jays 20. NASA 21. Besom 22. Gday 23. Latino 24. Weevils 27. Side 30. Amp 31. Veto 33. Must 34. Sixers

•
•
•
•

DOWN:
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ATLANTA REGION

ORLANDO DISTRICT

The beautiful Atlanta region stretches from Columbus to
Young Harris, Georgia, and was the perfect home for
the seventh annual Golf Tournament. The purpose of the
tournament is to show appreciation to customers and
vendors, so Atlanta Metro, Atlanta Northeast, North Georgia
and Atlanta South invited customers and vendors to join
them for two days of fun and relationship-building.

The Orlando District, which consists of seven branches,
recently hosted their fourth annual golf tournament with 126
customers and 19 vendors. With lunch and awards for the
winners of the tournament provided, the district put on a great
event while showing customers everything they offer.

GOLF TOURNAMENT

“In the past, we only had one vendor in attendance,”
said District Manager Micah O’Steen. “This year we opened
it up to others, word got around, and more people wanted
to take part.”

“It is a truly awesome event that customers and vendors look
forward to each year,” said Atlanta Metro District Manager
Steve Frost.
The event was originally organized to provide exposure for
customers to see how the vendors support CES and in turn
for the vendors to meet the customers the branches they
are servicing.
“We went from worrying about filling vendor spaces to vendors
reserving their spaces and selling the additional spaces within
two weeks of the announcement of the next date,” said Frost.

The two-day event starts on a Thursday with between 40
and 50 vendors participating alongside district managers
in a Vendor Golf Tournament.
“Vendors always want to play in the Customer Tournament,
so we decided to treat them to a round of golf,” said Frost.
“After golf on Thursday, we invite the vendors and those
who were unable to play to a cookout that night.”
On Friday, over 100 customers joined the party and the fun
began. Each branch formed their own team with one CES
staff member and three customers. The top six branches
from the previous year form two teams.
Each vendor sponsors a different hole, exhibiting their
products by handing out samples and small giveaways.
Throughout the day, customers, vendors, and CES employees
continued building their relationships through golf and lunch,
and they ended the day with dinner and prizes.

PROJECTS
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GOLF TOURNAMENT

“We give away tons of prizes and make sure every
customer walks away with some type of prize to thank
them for their business and participating in the
tournament,” said Frost. “The golf tournament is one
of the best distributor events in Atlanta, and we are
already planning next year’s tournament.”

Klein Tools, Generac, Eaton, TAMCO, and many more
vendors, provided promotions for those in attendance.
“Having the vendors there is a really great way to network
with customers and introduce many of them to who we work
with and what we can provide,” said O’Steen.

We enjoy getting together with customers
outside of work and spending the day
building relationships with them.

Aside from building relationships and comradery, the golf
tournament also served as a toy drive for a local charity that
benefits families and children in need.
“Throughout the months of November and December, we
hold a toy drive at all of the branches to collect toys for the
Baby DJ Organization,” said O’Steen. “We also hold the toy
drive at the tournament and hand out raffle tickets for each
donation we receive.”
At the end of the event, awards were given out to the
tournament winners, and door prizes were raffled.
“Everyone went home with a door prize of some sort, whether
it was golf balls, golf tees, golf towels, or the YETI cooler. They
were also given a goodie bag with a t-shirt we made for them,”
said O’Steen.
Everyone had a good time, and everyone is looking forward
to the next tournament.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Built-in
channel
guide

NOW AVAILABLE

CES MYRTLE
BEACH
GIVES PLANET JELLIES

Embedded fasteners for
quicker installation of
strut channel

ROOFTOP
SUPPORT
BLOCKS
Use to support roof walkways,
conduit, cable tray, and HVAC ducts.

Flow through helps
prevent mold and
ice dams

RTS1PG | 0545-3586
Made from 100%
recycled rubber.

Easy carry
hand grip

VISIT US AT

www.CENTAURINSTALLATION.com

AN UPGRADE

Ripley’s Aquarium at Broadway at the Beach has been one of
the most popular attractions since its debut in 1997. At 5,000
square feet, Planet Jellies is the largest of nine exhibits. Planet
Jellies features interactive displays, a new concession area,
and a soft play area for kids.
In October, CES Myrtle Beach was presented with an
opportunity to upgrade the jellyfish exhibit with new lighting
and took the job instantly.
“The lighting representative with Carolina Architectural Lighting
and Design, Jay Dantzler, was contacted by the aquarium for
his opinion on who to use,” said Outside Sales Representative
Richard “Boo” Smith. “Jay sent the aquarium to our store
based on the relationship we had built with his company and
our proximity to the aquarium.”
Though upgrading the lighting in the jellyfish exhibit cost
about $6,000 in LED fixtures and controls to light up the
display, it was a quick installation process.
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“It took about a month to receive the 10 fixtures they would use
to showcase the jellyfish,” said Smith.
As soon as the lights were in, the aquarium’s maintenance
director, Joe Bastone, installed the lighting, and Smith and
Dantzler stopped in to train employees on how to use the
keypad program to change the light colors.
“There weren’t many challenges that we faced. The trickiest
part was training the aquarium employees on how to operate
the system.”

WE LIKE YOU, TOO.
Follows us on social media for up-to-date info, news, and more.

But with challenges come rewards.
“The most rewarding part of the entire project was the
satisfaction of knowing we are lighting up Planet Jellies,
the top attraction in South Carolina,” said Smith. “It is also
super cool seeing billboards all over advertising the exhibit
and knowing we provided the lighting.”

CITYELECTRICSUPPLY.COM
CITYELECTRICUSA

@ CITYELECTRICUSA

CITY-ELECTRIC-USA

@ CITYELECTRICUSA
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Connect with
something new.
3M™ Secure Grip Wire Connectors
High performance holding power - at your
fingertips.
A wiring project is only as good as its connection - help
make sure yours are strong with this new line of wire
connectors from 3M. Appropriate for a broad range of
applications, 3M™ Secure Grip Wire Connectors are
engineered for versatility, easy installation, strong hold
and comfort.
Visit 3M.com/securegrip for more details.
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